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MUSTQUITO

HISTORY
the proof of the pudding

**MUSTQUITO** activity was introduced in SEVERAL residential colonies.

100% zero mosquito status was realised
MUSTQUITO
(MOSQUITO, Must Quit ‘O’!")
“SEVEN SIMPLE OPTIONAL SOLUTIONS”
for you to select one or more,
to 100% SAVE YOURSELF FROM
MOSQUITOES

7 OPTIONS
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The owners of over 25,000 plots have been requested to construct wells and install rainwater harvesting facilities to control mosquito breeding.
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Vacant land owners to pitch in for mosquito control
ExNoRa International on Saturday launched ‘Must Quit O’, an initiative to cope with the mosquito menace in residential localities.
ExNoRa International on Saturday launched ‘Must Quit O’, an initiative to cope with the mosquito menace in residential localities.

As part of the initiative, the owners of over 25,000 plots of unoccupied land in the city have been requested to make minor modifications on their land, including construction of wells and installation of rainwater harvesting facilities to control mosquito breeding.

“The government has been requested to facilitate such massive modifications on vacant plots of land, as in the case of a previous rain-water harvesting drive that was successful,” said M.B. Nirmal, founder of ExNoRa.

The challenges caused by breeding grounds in over 25,000 unoccupied plots of land, two lakh overhead tanks, 74,526 wells, 65,166 sumps and 1,300 km of storm water drains will also be tackled through the collective effort of residents, he added.

Members will start inducting new volunteers, particularly students, as ‘ExNoRa MUSTQUITO Musketeers’. They will create awareness in schools, colleges, offices, industries and residential localities on prevention of water stagnation.

“The residents will be persuaded to make suitable bores in the vacant lands. We normally put IN bores only to suck water. Now the empty plots’ owners can make bores for something completely opposite. Suitably designed bores will facilitate recharge of the water table after rain and simultaneously solve the problem of breeding due to water stagnation,” said Mr. Nirmal.

The government can play a role in motivating the owner to dig a well in the plot and introduce larvae-eating fish to keep a check on mosquito breeding, he added.

The entire campaign will focus on dealing with the problem at the source. The emphasis will be on preventing water stagnation in any form, in any place.

ExNoRa will conduct massive innovative rallies and demonstrations involving students throughout the city by this month end.
Mayor Launches ExNoRa MUSTQUITO, an Anti-Mosquito Campaign

ExNoRa Innovators International organised a meeting headed by its founder M.B. Nirmal on 10th October 2013 at Koyambedu. The chief guest for the function was Chennai Mayor, Mr. Saidai Duraisamy. During the meeting, it was officially announced that 10th October will be observed as Anti-Mosquito Day.
MUSTQUITO

has been extensively covered since 2007 by the following newspapers

THE HINDU
INDIAN EXPRESS
DECCAN CHRONICLE
THE TIMES OF INDIA
ANNA NAGAR TALK
CHENNAI PLUS
Spending just 30 minutes of **VALUABLE TIME** will save **VALUABLE LIFE** and will guaranty you a long healthy life. You must see the whole presentation. Seeing **SOLUTION** in **DETAIL** chapter is a MUST.

Do you know "WHY"?
Which is longer?

MERE 30 MINUTES or YOUR LIFE

A MAN has 5,18,40,000 MINUTES in his LIFE (maximum) of which he has to spend JUST 30 MINUTES to see this presentation to make it sure that he lives his whole LIFE.
On an average a person spends 50 lakh minutes watching TV in his life. Of this considerable time is spent in watching MEGA SERIALS. This presentation of just 30 MINUTES is for making your “LIFE SERIAL” a HAPPY one & certainly not a TRAGEDY.

People watch MEGA SERIAL. This is to make their own “LIFE SERIAL” a HAPPY ONE.
THE MOSQUITO SWARM

Humans are losing time in the fight against mosquito. Humans should act faster than mosquitoes.

There has been a war between mankind & mosquitoes. The winner: mosquito. But MUSTQUITO with its MUSKETEERS has proved that by simple action mosquitoes which is so far considered as invincible totally VANISHED.
MOSQUITO ExNoRa

Objective

MUSTQUITO

Make HUMAN HABITATS Mosquito-free & save the precious HUMAN LIVES

by Creating Massive Awareness among the people

enlisting their total PARTICIPATION via SOCIAL MOBILISATION & convert the PEOPLE-RESOURCE

as PRICELESS SOCIAL CAPITAL for their own BENEFIT
AWARENESS ALL IMPORTANT

AWARENESS will help you to win the battle.

GO ONE BY ONE EACH & EVERY CONTENT in EACH & EVERY FOLDER which is very important to realise

MOSQUITO-FREE HUMAN HABITATS
MOSQUITO PROBLEM is 100% SOLVED

Keep SURFING instead of SUFFERING

Start your surfing this presentation PPT / Web to avoid suffering on account of mosquitoes

INNOVATOR & AUTHOR
Exn Dr Nirmal Basu, GPian 7th Sense Master & Trainer (Since 1991)
Founder- ExNoRa Innovators International (Since 1989)
WORDS THAT DO THE MOTIVATION
First time since the birth of this planet, HUNDREDS of INNOVATIONS on each and every aspect of HUMAN-LIFE including the ENVIRONMENTAL-FIELD have been made, besides INNOVATING self-explaining and highly-motivating NOVEL NOMENCLATURES.
Do you want to know WORDS that will MOTIVATE you besides being SELF-EXPLANATORY?